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In AIJ approach, the aggregated group judgments are
considered as judgments of a ‘new individual’ and the
priorities of this individual are derived as a group solution. In
the AIP approach, the group is considered as a collection of
individuals; their priorities are separately calculated from
each individual, and then aggregate them into final group
priorities. The weighted arithmetic mean and geometric mean
mathematical procedures are commonly used to determine
group aggregation for both AIJ and AIP. However, the single
crisp mean value does not present exactly and completely
whole group judgment. In this case, a FS can be used to
improve the uncertainty of group judgment. Even when the
DMs use the linguistic terms defined by FSs to give their
opinions, with existing fuzzy aggregation operators, the crisp
degrees of membership assigned to any given value of x over
the universe of discourse may also be subjected to uncertainty
[12]. For example in Figure 1(a), three DMs provided their
opinions by triangular fuzzy numbers (FN) (F: Fair, MG:
Moderately good, VG: Very good), the group evaluation can
be calculated with a FWA aggregation operator and presented
by a triangular FN (5.3, 6.7, 7.3). It is imprecise with its mean
values and membership degrees. However, the triangular
intuitionistic fuzzy number (IFN) in Figure 1(b) presents this
result better. The outer-boundary of aggregating evaluation
can be expended to two sides of triangular FN and the
membership values can be spread in range from the
lower-bound µL to the upper-bound µU depending on the
divergence of group judgment.
This study proposes a new approach using a triangular IFN to
present the aggregation value for GDM. The triangular IFN is
generated from the mean and deviation of group judgment
values for one evaluation item including degree of
membership, degree of hesitation and interval values (leftist
and rightist deviation) of two vertices. It reflects truthfully
and objectively the group judgment after aggregating. This
paper integrates the aggregation operators of triangular FN
and the basic operators of triangular IFN which are generally
used recently. From that point, an application model is built to
express the use of new aggregation technique in GDM
methods. With the concentration on intuition fuzzy [13-17],
methods based on IFS can be used to solve the decision
making problem - converted from conventional GDM one more efficiently and accurately.

Abstract—The goal of this paper is to propose a new approach
for aggregating group judgment using the triangular
intuitionistic fuzzy number (IFN). The original group decision
making (GDM) problems are converted to a triangular
intuitionistic fuzzy decision making model by adding one simple
conversion step which generates triangular IFNs from the mean
and deviation of group judgment values to the process of GDM
methods and inherits existing techniques. Using of triangular
IFNs to express group judgment aggregation values keeps
completely the information after aggregating and reflects
evaluation more truthfully. Consequently, the application of the
proposed model helps improve the efficiency and accuracy of
GDM methods. In addition, an illustrative example is also
presented in order to put this process in detail and comparing with
conventional methods.
Index Terms— Group decision making, triangular
intuitionistic fuzzy set, group judgment, group aggregation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Group decision making (GDM) becomes more and more
popular recently and has been widely applied to solve
decision problems in many fields such as water resources
management, emergency alternative evaluation, supply chain
risk assessment, supplier selection etc. [1-4]. In the real
world, the decision making problems are very complex, vague
and uncertain in a number of ways. It issues a challenge
attracting many researchers extend the existing methods in
order to improve the accuracy and support the decision
makers (DM). Fuzzy sets (FS) become helpful in these
situations. Therefore, since Zadeh [5] introduced FSs in 1965,
many types of FSs are extended and exploited efficiently in
decision making systems. Atanassov [6] proposed the
intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS), which is characterized by a
membership function and a non-membership function. For the
GDM purpose, different aggregation operators were proposed
by many researchers [7-11].
In GDM, judgment aggregation is one of the most important
procedures. Currently, there are two basic techniques for
aggregating individual judgments into group judgment, i.e.
aggregating individual judgments (AIJ) and aggregating
individual priorities (AIP).
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Definition 2.4 (Triangular fuzzy number operations)
Consider two triangular fuzzy numbers Ã1 = (l1, m1, u1) and Ã2
= (l2, m2, u2). Their operational laws are as follows:
1. (l1 , m1 , u1 )  (l 2 , m2 , u 2 )  (l1  l 2 , m1  m2 , u1  u 2 ) (3)

x

μÃ(x)
1

μU

2. (l1 , m1 , u1 )  (l 2 , m2 , u 2 )  (l1l 2 , m1 m2 , u1u 2 )
(4)
3. (,  ,  )  (l1 , m1 , u1 )  (l1 , m1 , u1 ),   0,   R
(5)
1
4. (l1 , m1 , u1 )  (1 / u1 ,1 / m1 ,1 / l1 )
(6)
The next definitions of IFS in this section are mainly
borrowed from [12, 18].
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Fig 1. Presentation of a group aggregation value
The remaining parts of this paper are structured as follows:
Section 2 briefly reviews the basic definitions and operators
of fuzzy sets. In section 3, a new approach is proposed to
present the group aggregation value and its application in
group MCDM methods. Numerical examples are used to
illustrate the proposed technique in section 4. Finally, section
5 concludes the paper.

Definition 2.5(Intuitionistic fuzzy set) [18]
Let a set X be fixed. An intuitionistic fuzzy set [IFS] Ã in X
is an object having the form:
Ã ={<x, μÃ(x), νÃ(x)> | xϵX},
(7)
where the μÃ(x):X[0,1] and νÃ(x):X[0,1] define the
degree of membership and degree of non-membership
respectively, of the element xϵX to the set Ã, which is a subset
of X, for every element xϵX, 0≤ μÃ(x) + νÃ(x) ≤1. An IFS is
shown in Figure 3.

II. PRELIMINARIES

μÃ(x),νÃ(x)

In the following, some basic definitions and common
operators of fuzzy sets are briefly presented. Details of these
definitions are referred to [5].
Definition 2.1 (Fuzzy set)
A fuzzy set Ã in a universe of discourse X is characterized
by a membership function μÃ(x) which associates with each
element x in X a real number in the interval [0; 1]. The
function value μÃ(x) is termed the grade of membership of x in
Ã.
Definition 2.2 (Convex fuzzy set)
A fuzzy set Ã of the universe of discourse X is convex if
and only if for all x1, x2 in X:
μÃ(λx1 + (1-λ)x2) ≥ min(μÃ(x1), μÃ(x2)),
(1)
where λ ϵ [0,1].
Definition 2.3 (Triangular fuzzy number)
A triangular fuzzy number Ã can be defined by a triplet (l, m,
u), where l  m  u , l and u stand for the lower and upper
value of the support of Ã , respectively, and m is the mid-value
of Ã. If l=m=u, it is a non-fuzzy number by convention (a crisp
number). The graph of triangular fuzzy can be shown in
Figure 2.
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Fig.3. Membership and non-membership function of Ã
Definition 2.6 (Intuitionistic fuzzy index) [12]
For each IFS Ã in X, if
πÃ(x)=1-μÃ(x)-νÃ(x), 0≤ πÃ(x) ≤1,
(8)
then πÃ(x) is the third parameter of IFS and is usually called
the intuitionistic fuzzy index or hesitation degree. IFSs is
reduced to fuzzy sets when νÃ(x)=1-μÃ(x) and πÃ(x)=0.
Definition 2.7 (Triangular intuitionistic fuzzy number) [12]
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Fig.2. A triangular fuzzy number
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Ã1xÃ2=<[(a’1xa’2, b’1xb’2, c’1xc’2); min(µÃ1,µÃ2)], [(a1xa2,
b1xb2, c1xc2); max(νÃ1,νÃ2)]>
(12)
Ã1/Ã2=<[(a’1/c’2, b’1/b’2, c’1/a’2); min(µÃ1,µÃ2)], [(a1/c2,
b1/b2, c1/a2); max(νÃ1,νÃ2)]>
(13)

Fig.4. A triangular IFS Ã
A triangular intuitionistic fuzzy number [IFN] Ã is
represented as:
Ã=<[(a’1,b’1,c’1); µÃ], [(a1,b1,c1); νÃ]>.
(9)
The membership functions µÃ is used to derive the lower
bounds of membership µL for IFN Ã, where the upper bound
of membership µU is derived by taking the compliment of
non-membership functions νÃ, respectively. A triangular IFN
is shown in Figure 4.

III. THE PROPOSED MODEL
This study considers the GDM problems using crisp
numbers or triangular FN to give DMs’ judgments. The
proposed approach transfers the type of GDM problems to a
triangular intuitionistic fuzzy decision making model. In the
following, we will describe a way to aggregate and generate a
triangular IFN from a group of triangular FNs. Figure 5
presents an application model proposed in a general GDM
situation.
Let E={Ei | i=1,2,…,n} be a set of n experts under
consideration and C={Cj | j=1,2,…,k} be a set of k criteria. A
general hierarchical structure of group decision making is
shown in Figure 6.

Definition 2.8 (Triangular intuitionistic fuzzy number
operator) [12]
For two triangular FNs Ã1=<[(a’1,b’1,c’1); µÃ1], [(a1,b1,c1);
νÃ1]> and Ã2=<[(a’2,b’2,c’2); µÃ2], [(a2,b2,c2); νÃ2]>, four
common arithmetic operations for IFSs (addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division) are demonstrated below:
Ã1+Ã2=<[(a’1+a’2, b’1+b’2, c’1+c’2); min(µÃ1,µÃ2)], [(a1+a2,
b1+b2, c1+c2); max(νÃ1,νÃ2)]>
(10)
Ã1-Ã2=<[(a’1-c’2, b’1-b’2, c’1-a’2); min(µÃ1,µÃ2)], [(a1-c2,
b1-b2, c1-a2); max(νÃ1,νÃ2)]>
(11)
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multiplier λ (λ≤1) is a design parameter. It should be small if
we want to increase the converge degree in group DMs.
Example 3.1 and 3.2 as shown in the following will make it
more clearly.
Step 5: Apply a suitable intuitionistic fuzzy DM method to
solve the problem.
Step 6: Normalize and rank the result.
This process can be extended from the other GDM
methods. Moreover, the triangular IFN conversion step can be
integrated to existing triangular intuitionistic DM methods. In
case of using crisp number to give the evaluations, it is a
specific case of triangular FN. Therefore, it can be reduced
from triangular FN problem.

The process of proposed GDM model include the
following steps:
Step 1: Identify the objectives of the decision making
process and define the problem scope.
Step 2: Construct the fuzzy decision model and get the
DMs’ opinion.
For a goal object, the DMs give their judgments to each
criterion using linguistic terms defined with triangular FN

c~ j(i ) =(l, m, u), where 1≤i≤n and 1≤j≤k.
Step 3: Aggregate the group judgment.
There are a lot of choices to aggregate group fuzzy
judgments, including fuzzy weighted averaging (FWA)
operator, ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator,
ordered weighted geometric averaging (OWGA) operator,
weighted arithmetic averaging (WAA) operator, weighted
geometric averaging (WGA) operator, generalized ordered
weighted averaging (GOWA) operator, weighted ordered
weighted averaging (WOWA) operator, fuzzy ordered
weighted geometric averaging (FOWGA) operator, hybrid
weighted averaging (HWA) operator, induced ordered
weighted averaging (IOWA) operator, and induced ordered
weighted geometric averaging (IOWGA) operator [19].
Depend on the chosen GDM model, group aggregation values
will be represented in crisp numbers or triangular FNs.
Step 4: Generate the triangular IFNs from group
aggregation values.
Triangular IFNs are generated based on the mean (or
average value) and the deviation among group. In order to do
the conversion, in the previous steps, each parameter in
triangular FNs, which is the result of aggregation operator,
should accompany with its deviation value ∂.
~
(14)
c~j  f (c~j(i ) ) =(<a1;∂1>,<a2;∂2>,<a3;∂3>),
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Fig.7. Representation of a reduced triangular FN
Example 3.1: Group judgment with triangular FN.
In above example (Figure 1), the aggregation result
calculated from three triangular FNs (4,5,6), (5,6,7) and

c~ ' j = <[(a1,a2,a3);μ], [(a1-∆L,a2,a3+∆U);ν]>,

(15)
~
~
where c j is a triangular FN and c ' j is a triangular IFN with
1≤j≤k, ~f is the fuzzy aggregation operator used in previous
step,
∆L = λ min(a1-minimum_of_range, ∂1),
(16)
∆U = λ min(maximum_of_range-a3, ∂3),
(17)
μ = 1 - ν - π,
(18)
ν = 0,
(19)
π = λ ∂2/(a2+ λ ∂2/2).
(20)
c~ ' j is a triangular FN of the universe of discourse X, which

(7,9,9) of three DM evaluations using a simple FWA is

c~j =

(<5.3;1.5>,<6.7;2.1>,<7.3;1.5>). Using equations (16) to
(20),
we
have
a
triangular
IFN

c~ ' j =<[(5.3,6.7,7.3);0.73],[(3.8,6.7,8.9);0]> with λ=1.0.

Example 3.2: Group judgment with crisp number.
Assume three DMs evaluate the performance of a criterion
for one object, and the assigned values are 5, 6 and 9
respectively. The group aggregation value will be
m=(5+6+9)/3=6.67 with simple arithmetic average operator
and the deviation is ∂=2.08.
A crisp number 5 for example can be represented like a
triangular FN as (5,5,5). Thus, the intermediate triangular FN
can be written as (<6.67;2.08>,<6.67;2.08>,<6.67;2.08>) and
showed in Figure 7(a). And the triangular FN is <[(6.67, 6.67,
6.67);0.73], [(4,59,6.67,8.75);0]> with λ=1.0. In this
approach, the aggregation value is not exact at 6.67 but it line
in range from 4.59 to 8.75. The degree membership is 0.73
and vague interval in [0.73;1.0]. The degree of accuracy is
higher at the mean value, lesser and lesser in the direction of
its two sides. To know it more visually, we reduce from this
IFN into a FN by taking arithmetic mean of interval-valued
memberships [µL, µU] at each
xd=0.5 [20],

represent an imprecise value from minimum_of_range to
maximum_of_range.
With this formula, the generated triangular IFN contain the
divergence in group judgment. The intervals of the leftist ∆L
and of rightist ∆U integrated with the hesitation degree
determine the lower and upper bound of IFN. They are
calculated from the deviation values to reflect the difference
in group judgment. The membership value for each element
varies in interval [μU, μL] as shown in Figure 1(b). At the
mid-value of FN, membership value is ranged from μ to 1,
where π moves to 1 if there is a convergence in group
evaluation. The membership is conceded enlarge to left-side
of left-value and right-side of right-value, dependence on the
divergence in group evaluation. They are adjusted to keep in
range of minimum and maximum scale of values. In addition,
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it is showed as a convex FN with dotted line in Figure 7(a).
In addition, if we decrease the value of parameter λ to 0.6,
lessen the uncertainty. It reflects that group of DMs have a
higher unanimity, as showed in Figure 7(b). However, it is not
easy to determine a suitable value for λ.

provided by DMs for each alternative with respect to each
criterion.
Table 3. Group aggregation result
Q

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, a numerical example is introduced to
illustrate the application of the proposed GDM model on
supplier selection in fashion market. For simplicity, the
selection criteria under consideration are borrowed and
modified from a study conducted by Teng and Jaramillo and
after that by Chan and Chan [21]. They are: quality (Q), cost
(C), delivery (D), assurance (A) and flexibility (F). The levels
of the judgment value are range from 1 to 9 and are defined
with the linguistic terms (as shown in Table 1).

C

D

Table 1. Definitions of linguistic terms for the ratings
Linguistic terms

IFS values

VP

Very poor

(1,1,2)

P

Poor

(1,2,3)

MP

Medium poor

(2,3,4)

F

Fair

(3,5,7)

MG

Medium good

(6,7,8)

G

Good

(7,8,9)

VG

Very good

(8,9,9)

A

F

A1

<[(7.00,8.00,8.67);0.92],[(6.00,8.00,9.00);0]>

A2

<[(5.00,6.00,7.00);0.71],[(2.35,6.00,9.00);0]>

A3

<[(7.33,8.33,9.00);0.95],[(6.76,8.33,9.00);0]>

A4

<[(6.67,7.67,8.67);0.95],[(6.09,7.67,9.00);0]>

A1

<[(4.67,5.67,6.67);0.73],[(2.36,5.67,8.98);0]>

A2

<[(4.33,6.00,7.67);0.81],[(2.02,6.00,8.82);0]>

A3

<[(7.33,8.33,8.67);0.91],[(6.18,8.33,9.00);0]>

A4

<[(7.00,8.00,8.67);0.92],[(6.00,8.00,9.00);0]>

A1

<[(5.33,6.33,7.33);0.70],[(2.45,6.33,9.00);0]>

A2

<[(5.33,6.67,8.00);0.85],[(3.25,6.67,9.00);0]>

A3

<[(5.33,6.67,8.00);0.85],[(3.25,6.67,9.00);0]>

A4

<[(4.00,5.33,6.33);0.56],[(1.00,5.33,9.00);0]>

A1

<[(6.33,7.33,8.33);0.95],[(5.76,7.33,8.91);0]>

A2

<[(5.00,6.33,7.67);0.88],[(3.27,6.33,8.24);0]>

A3

<[(6.67,7.67,8.67);0.95],[(6.09,7.67,9.00);0]>

A4

<[(5.67,7.00,8.33);0.84],[(3.36,7.00,9.00);0]>

A1

<[(5.67,7.00,8.33);0.84],[(3.36,7.00,9.00);0]>

A2

<[(6.67,7.67,8.67);0.95],[(6.09,7.67,9.00);0]>

A3

<[(7.33,8.33,9.00);0.95],[(6.76,8.33,9.00);0]>

A4

<[(6.33,7.33,8.33);0.95],[(5.76,7.33,8.91);0]>

Table 2. Group judgments
Decision maker - DM1

Table 4. IF-VIKOR - The best and the worst values

Q

C

D

A

F

A1

VG

MP

G

MG

G

A2

G

F

MG

MG

G

A3

G

VG

F

G

VG

A4

MG

MG

P

F

G

The best A+

Decision maker - DM2
Q

C

D

A

F

A1

MG

MG

G

G

G

A2

MG

F

G

MG

G

A3

G

MG

G

G

G

A4

G

G

VG

G

MG

A1

C

D

A

F

G

MG

MP

MG

F

A2

MP

G

F

F

MG

A3

VG

VG

MG

MG

G

A4

G

VG

F

G

MG

<[(7.33,8.33,9.00);0.71],[(6.76,8.33,9.00);0]>

C

<[(7.33,8.33,8.67);0.73],[(6.18,8.33,9.00);0]>

D

<[(5.33,6.67,8.00);0.56],[(3.25,6.67,9.00);0]>

A

<[(6.67,7.67,8.67);0.84],[(6.09,7.67,9.00);0]>

F

<[(7.33,8.33,9.00);0.84],[(6.76,8.33,9.00);0]>
The worst A-

Decision maker - DM3
Q

Q

Q

<[(5.00,6.00,7.00);0.71],[(2.35,6.00,9.00);0]>

C

<[(4.33,6.00,7.67);0.81],[(2.02,6.00,8.82);0]>

D

<[(4.00,5.33,6.33);0.56],[(1.00,5.33,9.00);0]>

A

<[(5.00,6.33,7.67);0.84],[(3.27,6.33,8.24);0]>

F

<[(6.33,7.33,8.33);0.95],[(5.76,7.33,8.91);0]>

Table 5. Comparison the results

A group of three DMs (DM1, DM2 and DM3) gave their
opinions using defined linguistic terms, as shown in Table 2.
Suppose the same weight is assigned to all experts and the
weights of criteria are 0.35, 01.5, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.2,
respectively. The group evaluations are aggregated using
FWA operator. The main step in this process is to generate a
triangular TFN matrix of aggregation group judgment using
equations (15) to (20). Table 3 presents the evaluating results

Simple
IF-weight
Wi
Rank

F-VIKOR
[22]
Qi
Rank

IF-VIKOR
[23]
Qi
Rank

A1

0.245

3

0.639

2

0.437

3

A2

0.230

4

1.000

4

0.709

4

A3

0.274

1

0.000

1

-0.031

1

A4

0.252

2

0.656

3

0.356

2

We apply IF-VIKOR method [23] to select the best
suppliers. The best A+ and the worst values A- is shown in
Table 4. After that,
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the values of R, S, Q are calculated for all suppliers using
above triangular IFN operators - equations (10)-(13).
The results calculated by Simple IF-weight, F-VIKOR
method [22] and IF-VIKOR [23] are compared, in which each
supplier is weighted by using IFWA operator over all
criteria’s scores. Table 5 shows that supplier A3 is the best
one under three methods. However, the rankings of A1 and
A4 are different under three methods, i.e., suppliers A1 is
preferred to A4 under Simple IF-weight and IF-VIKOR,
while A4 is preferred to A1 under F-VIKOR, indicating
supplier A4 has better indicators when using triangular IFNs
generated from the first step instead of supplier A1.

13.

V. CONCLUSIONS

19.
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15.

16.

17.

18.

The proposed model converts a GDM problem into
intuition fuzzy environment. This model adds one simple step
to the process of GDM methods and inherits existing
techniques. With this new approach, group judgment is
simply aggregated and represented with a triangular IFN.
Using of triangular IFNs to express group judgment
aggregation values keeps completely the information after
aggregating and reflects evaluation more truthfully.
In addition, an illustrative example is also presented to
illustrate the application steps of the proposed model.
Comparing with some conventional methods, the result shows
that the intuitionistic fuzzy approach extends the capability of
representing vague values. Consequently, the application of
the proposed model helps improve the efficiency and
accuracy of GDM methods.
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